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Abstract: The concept of 0-distributive almost semilattice is introduced and proved some basic properties of 0-

distributive almost semilattice. A set of equivalent conditions for an almost semilattice (ASL) with 0 to become 0-

distributive ASL is established. Also, obtained another set of equivalent condition for an ASL with ,0  in which 

intersection of any family of S-ideals of L is again an S-ideal to become 0-distributive ASL. We gave a necessary and 

sufficient conditions for a proper filter of an ASL L to become a maximal filter and proved that every maximal filter in 

0-distributive ASL is a prime filter. Also, we proved that if L  is 0-distributive ASL with unimaximal element, in 

which  intersection of any family of S-ideals is again an S-ideal, then for any filter F of L and for any annihilator 

ideal I of L such that  IF , there exists a prime filter of L containing F and disjoint with .I  Finally, we 

introduced the concepts of disjunctive ASL, weakly disjunctive ASL and we gave necessary and sufficient conditions 

for a 0-distributive ASL to become disjunctive (weakly disjunctive) ASL. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

 

            A Boolean lattice is a lattice which is both complemented and distributive. The concepts of distributivity and 

complementedness in a lattice are in a sense independent. Frink [2] generalized the concept of complementedness in a 

lattice to that of pseudo-complementedness in a semilattice.  Further Nemitz [10] extended the concept of pseudo-

complemented semilattice to that of implicative semilattice.  On the other hand there were attempts to generalize the 

notion of distributivity.  Gratzer and Schmidt [3] introduced the concept of distributivity in a semilattice which was 

investigated in detail by Rhodes [12]. The generalization of distributivity motivated Balbes [1] to introduce a nice 

concept of primeness in a semilattice which is invariably a generalization of distributivity in a semilattice. It is well 

known that the class of 0-distributive semilattices contains pseudo-complemented and implicative semilattices on one 

hand and distributive and prime semilattices on the other hand. Also, known that the concept of pseudo-

complementedness is independent to that of distributivity in a semilattice and one is sweetly puzzeled to find how 0-

distributivity includes both pseudo-complementedness and distributivity. 0-distributive were lattices discussed by 

Varlet [13] and Hofmann-Keimel [4]. Y.S.Pawar and N.K.Thakare [11] extended the concept of 0-distributivity in 

lattices to semilattices and they proved basic properties of 0-distributive semilattices and established different 

characterization of 0-distributive semilattices.   

 

In this paper, we introduced the concept of 0-distributive ASL and gave certain examples of 0-distributive ASLs, 

which are not 0-distributive semilattices. We derive a set of equivalent conditions for an almost semilattice with 0 to 

become 0-distributive ASL and also derive a set of equivalent conditions for an ASL with 0, in which intersection of 

any family of S-ideals of L is again an S-ideal to become 0-distributive ASL. We proved necessary and sufficient 

conditions for a proper filter of an ASL to become a maximal filter and proved that every maximal filter in 0-

distributive ASL is a prime filter. Also, we proved that if L  is 0-distributive ASL with unimaximal element, in which 

intersection of any family of S-ideals is again an S-ideal, then for any filter F of L and for any annihilator ideal I of 

L such that  IF ,  there exists a prime filter of L containing F and disjoint with .I   Finally, we introduced the 

concepts of disjunctive ASL, weakly disjunctive ASL and we gave necessary and sufficient conditions for a 0-

distributive ASL to become disjunctive (weakly disjunctive) ASL.  

2   Preliminaries  

      In this section we collect a few important definitions and results which are already known and which will be 

used more frequently in the text. 
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Definition 2.1 : A semilattice is an algebra ),( S , where S is a nonempty set and  * is a binary operation on S 

satisfying:  

                 (1) zyxzyx  )()(   

     (2)  xyyx   

     (3)  xxx   

Definition 2.2 :  A semilattice S  with 0 is called 0-distributive if for any Scba ,, such that ,0ba 0 ca

implies .,0 cbdsomeforda   

Definition 2.3 :  An ASL with 0 is an algebra )0,,( L of type (2, 0) satisfies the following conditions:  

     (1) )()( zyxzyx    

     (2) zxyzyx  )()(   

     (3) xxx   

     (4)  Lzyxallforx  ,,,00   

 Definition 2.4 : Let L be an .ASL  A nonempty subset I of L is said to be an S-ideal if it satisfies the following 

conditions: 

                 (1) ., IaxthenLaandIxIf    

     (2) .,,, yydxxdthatsuchIdexiststherethenIyxIf    

Definition 2.5  : Let L be an ASL and La . Then  Lxxaa  :](  is an S-ideal of L and is called principal S-

ideal generated by .a  
Theorem 2.6 :  Let L be an ASL. Then the set ),( LPSI  of all principal S-ideals of L is a semilattice with respect to 

set intersection. 

             Definition 2.7 : A nonempty subset F of an ASL L is said to be a filter if F satisfies the following 

            conditions: 

                 (1) FyximpliesFyx  ,  

    (2) FathenxxathatsuchLaandFxIf  ,   

Definition 2.8:  Let L be an ASL and La . Then  aaxLxa  :)[ is a filter of L and is called principal filter 

generated by .a . 

Definition 2.9:  Let L be an ASL with 0. Then a unary operation 
aa on L  is said to be pseudo-complementation 

on L if for any ,, Lba   it satisfies following conditions: 

     (1) 0* aa  

     (2) bbaba   *0  

Definition 2.10:  For any nonempty subset A of an ASL L with 0, define foraxLxA ,0:{   }.Laall 
  

Then 
*A  is called the annihilator of .A  

             Note that if },{aA  then we write 
*][ a instead of

A . 

Definition  2.11:  Let L be an ASL with 0.  An element La is said to be dense if }.0{][ a  

Theorem  2.12 :  Let L be an ASL with 0. Then for any ideals ,, LofJI  we have the following: 

       (1) 
** ](aI

Ia

   

       (2) 
** )()( IJJI 

 

     
  (3) 

** IJJI 
 

       (4) 
*** )( JIJI   

        (5) 
******)( JIJI   

        (6) 
**II   

      (7) 
**** II 
 

      (8) 
****** IJJI   

      (9) 
**]0( IJJIJI   
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      (10) 
***)( JIJI   

 

Theorem  2.13 :  Let L be an ASL with 0. Then for any ,, Lyx   we have the following:
 

       (1) 
** ][][ xyyx   

       (2) 
****** ][][][][ xyyx    

       (3) 
**][ xx  

       
(4) 

** ][]( xx   

       (5) }0{][]( *  xx  

       (6) 
** ][][ xyyx    

       (7) 
*** ][][][ yxyx   

       (8) 
****** ][][][ yxyx   

       (9) 
**** ][][ xx 
 

       
(10) 

****** ][][][][ xyifonlyandifyx   

Definition 2.14 :  Let L  and L be two ASLs with zero elements 0 and 0 respectively. Then a   mapping LLf :

is called a homomorphism if it satisfies the following:
 

      (1) Lbaallforbfafbaf  ,),()()(   

      (2)
 

0)0( f  

 Definition 2.15 :  An element Lm  is said to be unimaximal if .Lxallforxxm   

Theorem 2.16 :  Let L be an ASL with unimaximal element. Then the set ),( LF of all filters in L form a lattice 

with respect to set inclusion, where for any andGFGFLFGF  ),(, :{ LtGF 

}.,)( GbFasomeforbabat  
 

Definition 2.17 : Let L be an ASL with unimaximal element. Then a proper filter F of L is said to be a prime filter if 

for any filters FFFLofFandF  2121 , implies that either .21 FForFF   

3  0-Distributive Almost Semilattices 
       In this section we introduce the concept of 0-distributive ASL and give certain examples of 0-distributive ASLs, 

which are not 0-distributive semilattices. We prove some basic properties of 0-distributive ASLs. We derive necessary 

and sufficient condition for an ASL with 0 to become 0-distributive ASL. Also, we establish a set of equivalent 

conditions for if L  is an ASL with 0, which satisfies intersection of any family of S-ideal is again an S-ideal, then L
become a 0-distributive ASL. We give necessary and sufficient condition for a proper filter to become a maximal 

filter in ASL and prove that every maximal filter is a prime filter in 0-distributive ASL. Also, we prove that, if L is a 

0-distributive ASL with unimaximal element in which intersection of any family of S-ideals is again an S-ideal, then 

for any filter F of L and for any annihilator ideal I of L such that , IF
 
there exists a prime filter containing F 

and disjoint with .I  Finally, we introduce the concepts of disjunctive and weakly disjunctive ASLs and give 

necessary and sufficient condition for a 0-distributive ASL to become disjunctive (weakly disjunctive) ASL.  First, we 

observe the following. 

Example3.1 : Let },,0{},0{ 2121 bbLandaL  be two ASLs. Put ),,0(),0,0({ 121 bLLL   
}.),(),,(),0,(,),0( 212 babaab   

Define a binary operation   on L as follows: 

 

𝜊 (0,0) (0,𝑏1) (0,𝑏2) (a,0) (a,𝑏1) (a,𝑏2) 

(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 

(0,𝑏1) (0,0) (0,𝑏1) (0,𝑏2) (0,0) (0,𝑏1) (0,𝑏2) 

(0,𝑏2) (0,0) (0,𝑏1) (0,𝑏2) (0,0) (0,𝑏1) (0,𝑏2) 

(a,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (a,0) (a,0) (a,0) 

(a,𝑏1) (0,0) (0,𝑏1) (0,𝑏2) (a,0) (a,𝑏1) (a,𝑏2) 

(a,𝑏2) (0,0) (0,𝑏1) (0,𝑏2) (a,0) (a,𝑏1) (a,𝑏2) 
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Then clearly, L is an ASL with 0. Now, put }.),0(),,0(),0,(),0,0({ 21

' bbaL   
Then clearly L is a sub ASL of an 

ASL .L  In this ASL L , we have ),0()0,0()0,0()0,()0,0( 1banda   .)0,0( But, no 

andbbyxaayxthatsuchLyx ),0(),0(),(),0,()0,(),(),( 11    .)0,0()0,0(),( yx Now, we 

introduce the concept of 0-distributive ASL. 

Definition 3.2  :  Let L be an ASL with 0. Then L  is said to be 0-distributive ASL if for any ,,, Lzyx 

00  zxandyx  then there exists Ld 
 
such that  dandzzdyyd  ,

 
.0x  

              It can be easily observe that, in example 3.1, L is a 0-distributive ASL, but not 0-distributive semilattice and 

also observe that every 0-distributive semilattice is 0-distributive ASL. 

Theorem  3.3  :  Every pseudo-complemented ASL is 0-distributive ASL. 

Proof :  Suppose L is a pseudo-complemented ASL. Now, we shall prove that L is 0-distributive ASL. Let 

.00,,  zxandyxthatsuchLzyx 
 
Then we have andzzxyyx   ** ,

 
.0* xx
 
Now, put .*xd   

Then .0,  xdandzzdyyd   Therefore L is 0-distributive ASL. 

               But,  the converse of the above theorem is not true. For, consider the following ASL, whose Hasse diagram 

is as follows: 

                                                             

              Clearly, this is 0-distributive ASL, but, not pseudo-complemented, since 
*a  does   not exist. 

                In the following we give some examples of 0-distributive ASLs. 

Example  3.4: Let },,,0{ cbaL and define a binary operation   on L  as follows:   

  0 a b c 

0 0 0 0 0 

a 0 a a a 

b 0 a b c 

c 0 a b c 

 

Then clearly )0,,( L is an ASL with 0 and also, clearly L is a 0-distributive ASL, but, not 0-distributive semilattice. 

 

Example  3.5 :  Let },,,0{ cbaL and define a  binary operation  on L as follows: 

 

 
  0 a b c 

0 0 0 0 0 

a 0 a b c 

b 0 a b c 

c 0 c c c 
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Then clearly )0,,( L is an ASL with 0 and also, clearly L is a 0-distributive ASL, but, not 0-distributive semilattice.

  

         In general, 
*][ a is not an S-ideal in an ASL ,L for every .La For, consider the following example.  

 

Example  3.6 :  Let },,,,0{ dcbaL and define a binary operation   on L as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then clearly, ),( L is an ASL with 0. Now, put .},,,0{ cbaS   Then clearly, S  is a sub ASL of an ASL .L  In 

this ASL .},,0{][, * cbaS 
 
Now, we have ,][, *acb   but, we have no 

*][at  such that .cctandbbt    

Hence 
*][ a is not an S-ideal. However, if 

*][ a  is an S-ideal for all a  in an ASL L , then we have the following.   

Theorem 3.7 :  Let L  be an ASL with 0. Then L is 0-distributive if and only if 
*][ a is an S-ideal, for all .La  

Proof  :  Suppose L is 0-distributive ASL and .La  Now, we shall prove that  
*][ a is an S-ideal.  Let

.][ * Ltandax  Then .0ax It follows that .0)( atx   Thus .][ *atx   Let yx ,  
.][ *a Then 

.0,0  ayax 
 
Since L is 0-distributive, there exists ,xxtthatsuchLt  

 

yyt  and 0at and hence .][ *at  Thus 
*][ a is an S-ideal.  Conversely, suppose 

*][ a is an S-ideal, for all  

.La  Now, we shall prove that L is 0-distributive ASL. Let Lzyx ,, such that andyx 0 .0zx Then 

.][][ ** xzandxy  Since 
*][ x is an S-ideal, there exists

*][ xd  and hence 0dx such that 

., zzdyyd   Thus L  is 0-distributive ASL. 

              In the following, we give necessary and sufficient condition for an ASL L with 0 to become 0-distributive 

ASL in terms of principal S-ideals. 

Theorem 3.8 :  Let L be an ASL with 0. Then L is 0-distributive if and only if the semilattice )( LPSI is 0-

distributive semilattice. 

Proof  :  Suppose L  is 0-distributive ASL. Now, we shall prove that )( LPSI  is 0-distributive semilattice. Let

.]0(](](]0(](]()(](,](,](  zxandyxthatsuchLPSIzyx Then andyx ]0(](  x( .]0(]z

Threfore .00  zxandyx  Hence there exists suchLd  ,yydthat  zzd  and .0xd It follows 

that ](](,](](](]( zdyydyd  
    

andzzd ](](   .]0(]( xd Hence

.]0(](](](](,](](  xdanddzdy Thus )( LPSI is 0-distributive semilattice. Conversely, suppose 

)( LPSI is 0-distributive semilattice. Now, we shall prove that L  is 0-distributive ASL. Let Lzyx ,,  such that

.0,0  zxyx  Then ,]0(](](](  yxyx  .]0(](](](  zxzx  Therefore there exist

)(]( LPSId  such that  ](](,](]( dzdy  .]0(](](  dxand It follows that  ](]( yd ,]( y  

.]0(](](](](](  xdandzzd Hence ](](,](]( zzdyyd   .]0(]( xdand  Now, we   have 

.](]( ydyy   Therefore .)()( ydyydyydy    Similarly, we get .zzd   Clearly, .0xd

Thus L is 0-distributive ASL.   

 

           Corollary  3.9  :  Let L be an ASL with 0. Then the following are equivalent: 

 (1)  L  is 0-distributive. 

 (2)  
*][ a is an S-ideal, for all .La  

 (3)  )(LPSI is 0-distributive semilattice. 

  0 a b c d 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

a 0 a 0 0 a 

b 0 0 b 0 b 

c 0 0 0 c c 

d 0 a b c d 
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                Recall that, every pseudo-complemented ASL is 0-distributive ASL, but, converse is not true (see dia-1).  

Also, in a 0-distributive ASL not every 
*][ x
 
is a principal S-ideal.  For, in an ASL, dia - 1, 

*][ a  is not a principal S-

ideal.  However, if 
*][ a is a principal S-ideal in a 0-distributive ASL, then we prove the following.  

Theorem  3.10  :   Let  L be 0-distributive ASL. Then L  is pseudo-complemented ASL if and only if  
*][ a  is a 

principal S-ideal, for all  .La  

Proof :  Suppose L  is pseudo-complemented ASL.  Let  .La  Then we have  0][ * atat  0ta

.]( ** attta    
Thus 

*][ a is a principal S-ideal. Conversely, suppose 
*][ a  is a principal S-ideal, for all  

.La
 
Now, we shall prove that L  is a pseudo-complemented ASL. Let .La  Then by assumption 

*][ a is a 

principal S-ideal. Hence there exists Lx such that .](][ * xa   Now, put .* xa  Then clearly,   is a pseudo-

complementation on .L   

             It can be easily seen that, for every nonempty subset A of an ASL L  with 0, 
Aa

aA


 .][ **
 Now, we prove 

the following. 

Theorem  3.11 :   Let L  be an ASL with 0, in which intersection of any family of S-ideals is again an S-ideal.  

Then the following are equivalent : 

             (1) L  is 0-distributive ASL. 

             (2)
*A  is an S-ideal, for all .)( LA   

  (3) )(LSI  pseudo- complemented semilattice. 

  (4) )(LSI is 0-distributive semilattice. 

  (5) )(LPSI is 0-distributive semilattice. 

Proof : :)2()1(  Suppose L is 0-distributive ASL and suppose .)( LA 
 
Now, we shall prove that 

*A is an S-

ideal. Since .0,00 *AAaallfora 
 

Hence
*A is nonempty.  Let .* LtandAx  Then ,0ax

.Aaallfor   Now, let .Ab  Then  bxtbtx  )()( .00)(   tbxt Therefore .*Atx   Let 

., *Ayx  Then  .,0,0 Aaallforayax    Therefore .,][, * Aaallforayx  It follows that ,][, *
Aa

ayx




which is an S-ideal by hypothesis. Hence there exists 
*Ac such that .yycandxxc    Thus 

*A is an S-ideal.  

:)3()2(  Assume (2). Now, we shall prove that )(LSI is pseudo-complemented semilattice. Let ).(LSII Then we 

have
*I is an S-ideal.Clearly, .}0{*  II

 
Let )(LSIJ such that  JI .]0(

 
Now, we shall prove that .*IJ 

 

Let .IaandJx  Then we have Jax  and also .Iax  Therefore .]0( JIax  It follows that .*Ix  

Hence .*IJ   Thus )(LSI is pseudo-complemented semilattice. )4()3(  is clear. 

)5()4( 
 
: Assume (4). Now, we shall prove that )(LPSI is 0-distributive semilattice. Let ](,](,]( cba )(LPSI

such that .]0(](](,]0(](](  caba Since )(LSI is 0-distributive semilattice, there exists )(LSII
 
such that

.]0(](](,](  aIandcbI Therefore ].0(](](](,](](  aIandccIbbI This implies that ., Icb   

Since I  is an S-ideal, there exists Id such that ,bbd  .ccd   It follows that ,](](](]( bbdbd  
 

.](](](]( ccdcd  
 

Hence .](,](]( cbd 
 

Now, we have Iad  and .](aad  Therefore

.]0(](  aIad Hence .0ad This implies that ](](]( adad  .]0( Thus )(LPSI is 0-distributive 

semilattice. )1()5(  follows by theorem 3.7.
 

                In the following we derive necessary and sufficient condition for a proper filter to become a maximal filter.  

Theorem  3.12 :  Let L be an ASL with 0. A proper filter M  of L is maximal if and only if for any ,MLa   

there exists Mb such that .0ba  

Proof  :   Suppose M  is a maximal filter in .L  Let .MLa   Now, put babayLyM   )(:{

.}Mbsomefor   Now, we shall prove that M  is a filter. Clearly, M since .M Let ., 21 Mtt   Then 

222111 )()( babatandbabat   Mbbsomefor 21 , and hence .21 Mbb   

Consider,  ))()(()())(()( 21212121 bbaattbbatt    

                                                            )))(((()( 2121 bbaatt                                                                                                      
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                                                            )))((()( 2121 bbaatt   

                                                             = )))((()( 2121 babatt       
 

                                                           
   )))((()( 2121 babatt   

                                                              ))()(()( 2121 babatt   

                                                              )))()((( 2121 babatt    

                                                              ))())((( 2121 babatt   

                                                              ))())((( 2211 batbat   

                                                              )()))((( 2211 batbat   

                                                               )()))(( 2211 batbat   

                                                              ))(())(( 2211 batbat   
 

                                                              )()( 21 baba   

                                                             21 ))( baba   
                                                             21 ))(( bbaa      

                                                             21))(( bbaa   

                                                             21)( bba   
 

                                                             )( 21 bba   

 

Therefore .21 Mtt   
Now, let LxandMt  such that .ttx   

Then babat  )(
 

somefor .Mb Now, 

consider  )()()())(()( batbatxbatxbax 
 

.ba
 

Therefore .Mx   Hence M  is a 

filter. Clearly, .MM   Now, for any ,Mb we have .)( babaa   Therefore Ma  and .Ma  Hence 𝑀 ⊊

𝑀′.  Since M is maximal filter, .LM 
 
Again, since ,0 ML  .0 M 

 
It follows that baba  )(0

 
for some 

.Mb
 
Therefore .,0 Mbba   Conversely, assume  the condition. Now, we shall prove that M  is a maximal 

filter. Suppose H  is a filter of L such that 𝑀 ⊊ 𝐻. Then there exists Ha such that .Ma  Therefore by 

assumption there exists Mb such that  .0ba
 
It follows that .0 Mba  

 
Thus .LH   Therefore M is 

maximal.  

 

             First, observe that in an ASL ,L  maximal filter need not be a prime filter.  For, consider the following 

example. 

            Example  3.13 :  Let },,,,0{ dcbaL and define a binary operation  on  L  as follows: 

                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then clearly, L  is an ASL. Consider, the filter .},{)[ daa  Then clearly, )[ a is a maximal filter. Now, consider the 

filters },{)[ dbb  and .},{)[ dcc   Then clearly, .)[},{}{)[)[ adadcb  But, [ 𝑏 ) ⊈ [ 𝑎 ) and  [ 𝑐 ) ⊈

[ 𝑎 ).  Therefore )[ a is not a prime filter. However, we prove the following. 

Theorem  3.14 :  Let L  be 0-distributive ASL. Then every maximal filter of L  is a prime filter. 

Proof  :  Suppose F is a maximal filter. Now, we shall prove that F is a prime filter. Let 21 , FF  be filters of .L  

Suppose 𝐹1 ⊈ 𝐹  and  𝐹2 ⊈ 𝐹. Then there exists 1Fx  such that Fx  and 2Fy  such that .Fy
 
Therefore by 

theorem 3.12, there exists Fba ,  such that .0,0  ybxa   It follows that .0)(,0)(  ybaxba 

  0 a b c d 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

a 0 a 0 0 a 

b 0 0 b 0 b 

c 0 0 0 c c 

d 0 a b c d 
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Since L is 0-distributive, there exists Ld  such that yydxxd   , and .0)( bad 
 

Now, we have 

xxd  and .1Fx  Hence .1Fd  Similarly, .2Fd   Therefore   .21 FFd   
Since .,, FbaFba  

 
Now, if 

Fd  then .)( Fbad   It follows that .0 F  Hence ,LF 
 
a contradiction. Therefore .Fd  Hence 𝐹1 ∩

 𝐹2 ⊈ 𝐹 .  Thus F  is a prime filter.  

             In the following, we give some properties of 0-distributive ASL.  

Theorem  3.15 :  Let L  be a 0-distributive ASL, in which intersection of any family of S-ideals is again an S-ideal. 

Then we have the following: 

1. For any S-ideal I  in ,L  the set 
**I is the largest among all the S-ideals J  in L  with property that for every 

,)0( Jx   there exists an element Iy  )0( such that  .xy  

      2.  Let nIII ,....,, 21  be S-ideals of an ASL .L  Then  
n

i

n

i

ii II
1 1

**** .)(
 

  

Proof  :   

1. Suppose I is an S-ideal of .L  Then clearly, 
**I  is an S-ideal of .L  Let .)0( **Ix   Suppose there exists no 

nonzero element Iy  such that .xy  Now, we shall prove that .,0 Izallforzx  Suppose 0zx  for some 

.Iz  Then we have ,,0 xxzandIxzxz   a contradiction to our assumption. Therefore ,0zx  for all 

.Iz  It follows that .*Ix  Since ,**Ix  we get ,}0{***  IIx  a contradiction to .0x  Thus there exists 

Iy  )0( such that .xy  Suppose J  is an S-ideal of L  with the property that for every  ,0 Jx  there exists 

Iy  0 such that .xy  Now, we shall prove that .**IJ   Suppose 𝐽 ⊈  𝐼∗∗ .  Then there exists Jx such that 

.**Ix Thus 0yx for some .*Iy  Since .)0(, JyxJx  
 

Hence there exists Iz  )0( such that 

.yxz   
Since ., ** IyxIy    It follows that .*Iz   Also, we have Iz  and hence .}0{***  IIz

Therefore ,0z a contradiction. Thus .**IJ   

2. We prove this result by using induction on .n  If ,1n  then the result is clear. Now, we shall prove this result for 

.2n  Let .)0(
**

2

**

1 IIx   Then 
**

1Ix and .
**

2Ix    Since ,)0(
**

1Ix   by (1), there exists 1)0( Iy 

such that .xy  It follows that .
**

2

**

1 IIy   Again, since ,)0(
**

2Iy  by (1),  there exists  2)0( Iz   such 

that .yz Therefore 1Iz  and hence .,21 xzIIz  It follows by 

 condition (1), we get .)( **

21

**

2

**

1 IIII   Conversely, we have ., 2121 IIII   It follows that  

.)(
**

2

**

1

**

21 IIII   Thus .)(
**

2

**

1

**

21 IIII   Now, assume that the result is true for .1n  That is

.)(
1

1

****
1

1











n

i

i

n

i

i II Consider, .)()()(
1

1

******
1

1

**

1











n

i

nin

n

i

i

n

i

i IIIII    

.
1

1 1

****** 


 


n

i

n

i

ini III                                                                                     

             Recall that an element a  in an ASL L is said to be dense if }.0{][ * a  Also, it can be easily seen that every 

unimaximal element in an ASL L  is a dense element. In the following, we prove some more properties of 0-

distributive ASLs. First, we need the following.  

 

Lemma 3.16 :  The set ,D  of all dense elements in an ASL L with unimaximal element is a filter. 

Proof :  Suppose L has unimaximal element say .m  Then we have m  is a dense element and hence .Dm
 
Therefore

.D
 
Now, let ., Dba   Then .}0{][,}0{][ **  ba  Now, we shall prove that }.0{][ * ba

 
Let .][ *bat 

 

Then .0bat 
 

Therefore }.0{][ *  bat
 

It follows that 
*][at

 
}.0{

 
Hence .0t

 
Therefore

}.0{][ * ba  Thus .Dba   Let LtandDa  such that .aat  Since }.0{][, *  aDa  Hence 

}.0{][ * at Now, we shall prove that }.0{][ * t  Let .][ *tx Then .0tx
 
Therefore .0)( atx 

 
This 

implies that .0)( atx 
 
Hence }.0{][ *  atx   It follows that .0x  Therefore  }.0{][ * t  Hence .Dt  

Thus D  is a filter. 
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Lemma  3.17 :  Let L  be a 0-distributive ASL and Lba , such that dbda   for some .Dd  Then 

.][][ ** ba    

Proof:  Suppose L  is a 0-distributive ASL and Lba , such that dbda   for some .Dd  Then 

 ****************** ][][][)]0[][},0{][sin(][][][][ bdbdaLddcedaLaa 

.][][][ ****** bLbd   It follows that .][][ ****** ba   Thus .][][ ** ba   

Theorem 3.18 :  In a 0-distributive ASL L  if }0{A is the intersection of all non-zero S-ideals of ,L then 

}}.0{][:{,.. ***  xLxAeiDLA  

Proof :  Put }}.0{][:{ *  xLxT Now, we shall prove that .* TA   Let .*At   Then ,0at for all .Aa  

Since },0{A  choose .)0(0 Aa   Then .00 at
 

Therefore .][ *

0 ta   Hence }.0{][ * t Thus .Tt  

Conversely, suppose .Tt  Then }.0{][ * t  Therefore .][ *tA  It follows that .][ *** At  Now, we have 

***][ Att  and hence .*At Therefore .*AT   Thus .*AT 
 

               Next, we prove that if F is a filter and I is an annihilator ideal of a 0-distributive ASL ,L which are 

disjoint, then there exists a prime filter H of L containing F and disjoint with .I  That is . IHandHF  

Theorem  3.19 :  Let L be a 0-distributive ASL with unimaximal element in which intersection of any family of S-

ideals is again an S-ideal. Then for any filter F of L and for any annihilator ideal I of L such that , IF there 

exists a prime filter containing F and disjoint with .I  

Proof :  Suppose L is a 0-distributive ASL. Let F be a filter of L and I be an annihilator ideal of L  such that

. IF Now, put 𝔉 = { 𝐻 ∶ 𝐻 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐿 , 𝐹 ⊆ H 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻 ∩ 𝐼 ≠  ∅ }. Then 𝔉 ≠ ∅, since 𝐹 ∈  𝔉.  Clearly 𝔉 is 

a poset under set inclusion and it can be easily verified that 𝔉 satisfies the hypothesis of Zorn's lemma. Therefore, by 

Zorn's lemma, 𝔉 has maximal element say .Q  Then clearly, Q is a proper filter, QF  and . IQ  First, we shall 

prove that .* QI 
 
Let .*Ix Then forix ,0  .Iiall 

 
Suppose .Qx  Now, suppose .))[(  IxQ  Then 

there exists Lt such that )[ xQt 
 

.Itand 
 
Therefore ,)( babat  

 
for some .)[, ItandxbQa 

Hence axbat ())((  .) xb  This implies xtba  ))(( .)( xba  Therefore

.)()()( xbaxtba  
 
It follows that .0 xa

 
Thus .** IIa   But, we have .Qa  Therefore , IQ  

a contradiction to  IQ  . Hence .))[(  IxQ  This implies 𝑄 ⋁[𝑥 ) ∈ 𝔉 and 𝑄 ⊊ 𝑄⋁[𝑥),  a contradiction 

toQ  is maximal in 𝔉.  Hence .* QI   Let Lz  such that .Qz  Then .))[(  IzQ
 
Therefore there exists 

Lt such that .)[ ItandzQt   This implies ,)( babat  
 
for some .)[, ItandzbQa 

 
It follows that 

zzbQababat   ,,)( .Itand 
 

Now, let .*Is
 

Then Qs  and hence .Qsa   Now, we have

.)( babat  
 

This implies .)())(( sbasbat  
 

It follows that .0)( sba  Hence

.0))(( zsba   It follows that .0)( zsa  Therefore ,0)( zsa  .Qsa  Hence by theorem 3.12,  Q

is a maximal filter. Since L  is 0-distributive, by theorem 3.14, Q  is a prime filter. 

Corollary 3.20  :  Any two non-zero elements ba ,  for which 0ba are separated by a prime filter in a 0-

distributive ASL. 

Proof :  Suppose .0ba  Then .][ *ba  Suppose .][)[ *  bb  Then we can choose )[bt and .][ *bt  

Therefore btb   and .0bt  It follows that ,0b  a contradiction. Hence .][)[ *  bb Therefore by 

theorem 3.19, there exists a prime filter,  say F such that Fb )[ and  .][ *  Fb  It follows that Fb and 

.Fa  

Corollary 3.21  :  In a 0-distributive ASL ,L  any nonzero element of L is separated from the set of its disjoint 

elements by a prime filter. 

Proof :  Suppose .)0( La  Then we have }.0:{][ *  xaLxa   Now, put .)[aF   Suppose 
*][)[ aat 

Then )[ at and .][ *at  It follows that ,0a
 
a contradiction to .0a  Therefore .][)[ *  aa  Hence by 

theorem 3.19, there exists a prime filter say H of L  such that Ha )[ and .][ *  Ha  Therefore Ha and 

.][ *  Ha     
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                   It can be easily seen that if L  is an ASL with 0, then the set }:][{ ** Laa  is a semilattice with respect to 

set intersection. 

Definition 3.22:   Let L  be a 0-distributive ASL and define a map }:][{: ** LaaLf  by )( af .][ **a
 

             It can be easily verified that f is an ASL homomorphism. Now, we introduce the concept of disjunctive ASL 

and derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a 0-distributive ASL to become a disjunctive ASL. For, this we 

need the following. 

Lemma 3.23 :  Let L  be 0-distributive ASL. Then }.0:][{)][( ***  babaf   

Proof : Put }.0:][{ **  babH   Now, we shall prove that .)][( * Haf   Suppose .)][()( *aftf   Then 

.][ *at  Therefore .0at  Hence .][ ** Ht   Thus .)( Htf   Conversely, suppose .][ ** Hb  Then .0ba

Therefore .][ *ab  Hence .)][()( *afbf   Thus .)][(][ *** afb   

Lemma 3.24 :  Let L  be 0-distributive ASL. Then .])([}}0{][][:][{ ******* afbab   

Proof  :  Put .}}0{][][:][{ ******  babP  Now, we shall prove that .])([ *afP   Suppose 
**][b  .P

 
Then 

}.0{][][ ****  ba  This implies }.0{][)( **  baf Hence .)]([][ *** afb 
 

Therefore .])([ *afP   

Conversely, suppose .)]([][ *** afb   Then }.0{)(][ **  afb  It follows that }.0{][][ ****  ab Thus  

.][ ** Pa     Therefore .])([ * Paf   Thus .])([ * Paf 
 

Theorem 3.25 : Let L  be 0-distributive ASL. Then }0{)( af if and only if .0a  Moreover )][( *af

.])([ *af
 

Proof :  Suppose }.0{)( af  Then }.0{][ ** a  Therefore .}0{][ **** a  It follows that La *][  and hence  

.0a  Conversely, suppose .0a  Then }.0{]0[)0()( **  faf  Hence }.0{)( af  Since f  is an ASL 

homomorphism, we get 0ba  if and only if }.0{)()()(  bfafbaf   Thus 

 }0:][{)][( *** babaf  .])([}}0{][][:][{ ******* afbab 
 

             
 In general, in an ASL with 0, if 

** ][][ ba  need not imply .ba
  

For, consider the following example. 

Example  3.26 :  Let },,,,0{ dcbaL and define a binary operation   on  L  as follows: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then clearly ),( L is an ASL with 0. In this ASL, clearly ,][][ ** ca  but .ca  
Now, we define the following. 

Definition 3.27 :  An ASL L with 0 is said to be disjunctive if for any ,][][,, ** baLba  then .ba   

 

Example  3.28 :  Let },,,,0{ dcbaL and define a  binary operation   on  L  as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  0 a b c d 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

a 0 a 0 a a 

b 0 0 b 0 b 

c 0 a 0 c c 

d 0 a b c d 

  0 a b c d 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

a 0 a 0 0 a 

b 0 0 b 0 b 

c 0 0 0 c c 

d 0 a b c d 
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  Then clearly ),( L is an ASL with 0 and clearly is a disjunctive ASL. 

            Now, we give necessary and sufficient condition for a 0-distributive ASL to become a disjunctive ASL. 

Theorem 3.29 :  Let L  be 0-distributive ASL. Then the following are equivalent: 

          1. f  is injective. 

          2. L  is disjunctive. 

Proof : :)2()1(   Assume (1). Suppose .][][, ** bathatsuchLba   Then .][][ **** ba   Therefore 

.)()( bfaf   Hence .ba  since f is injective. Thus L  is disjunctive. 

 :)1()2(  Assume (2). Let Lba ,
 
such that .)()( bfaf   Then .][][ **** ba   This implies 

****** ][][ ba  and 

hence .][][ ** ba   
Thus ,ba

 
since L  is disjunctive. Therefore f is injective. 

              It can be easily seen that, in the example 3.26, we have  ,][][ ** ca  but ].(]( ca   Now, we introduce the 

concept of weakly disjunctive ASL. We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a 0-distributive ASL to 

become weakly disjunctive ASL. First, we need the following. 

Definition 3.30  :  An ASL L with 0 is said to be weakly disjunctive ASL if for any  *][,, aLba  ,][ *b then 

].(]( ba   

             It can be easily observe that every disjunctive ASL is weakly disjunctive ASL. But, the converse is not true. 

For, consider the following example. 

Example  3.31 :  Let },,,0{ cbaL  be a discrete ASL. Then we have every non-zero element in L  is unimaximal. 

But, we have every unimaximal element is dense. Hence every non-zero element in L is dense. Also, we have, if x is 

unimaximal element in ,L  then .]( Lx   It follows that L  is weakly disjunctive ASL. But, L is not disjunctive ASL, 

since ,][}0{][ ** ba 
 
but .ba  

             Finally, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a 0-distributive ASL to become weakly disjunctive 

ASL. First, we need the following. 

Definition 3.32 :  Let L be 0-distributive ASL and define map )(: LPSILh  by ]()( aah  for all .La
 

It can be easily seen that h  is an ASL homomorphism. Now, we prove the following.
 

Lemma 3.33 :  Let L  be a 0-distributive ASL. Then 0)( ah if and only if .0a  Moreover, .])([)][( ** ahah   

Proof  : Suppose .0)( ah  Then .0]( a  Therefore .0a  Conversely, suppose .0a
 
Then .0]( a  It follows 

that .0)( ah  Let .)][()( *ahth   Then .][ *at  It follows that .0at  Hence )()( ahth 

].0()0()(  hath  Therefore .])([)( *ahth  Thus )][( *ah
 

.])([ *ah Conversely, suppose ]( t

.])([ *ah
 

Then ].0()(](  aht  Now, we have )()()( ahthath  .]0(  This implies that 

.]0()( ath   Hence .]0(]( at  It follows that .0at
 
Hence .][ *at This implies )( th  .)]([ *ah It 

follows that .)]([]( *aht   Therefore .)]([])([ ** ahah   Thus .)]([])([ ** ahah   

Lemma 3.34 :  Let L  be 0-distributive ASL and define }:][{)(: ** LaaLPSIg  by ,][)](( **aag   for all 

.)(]( LPSIa  Then g  is an ASL homomorphism. 

Proof :   Let )(](,]( LPSIba  such that .](]( ba   Now, we shall prove that .)](()](( bgag   It is enough to 

prove that .][]( ** aa  Let .]( *at  Then ,0st  for all .]( as  In particular ,0at since .](aa
 
Hence

.][ *at Therefore .][]( ** aa  Conversely, suppose .][ *at  Then .0at  Let .]( as
 
Then .sas   

Now, 

consider .00)()(  ssatsatst   It follows that .]( *at  Therefore .](][ ** aa 
 

Hence

.][]( ** aa 
 

Thus g  is well-defined. Let ).(](,]( LPSIba   Consider, 

******** ]0[)]0(()](()]((][][][)](()](]((  gandbgagbababagbag  }.0{ Therefore g is 

an ASL homomorphism. 

      Finally, we prove the following. 

Theorem 3. 35 :  Let L be 0-distributive ASL. Then the following are equivalent: 

 (1) g is injective. 

 (2) L  is weakly disjunctive ASL. 
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Proof :  :)2()1(    Assume (1). Let .][][, ** bathatsuchLba   
Then .][][ **** ba   

Therefore 

.)](()](( bgag   Hence .](]( ba   Thus L  is weakly disjunctive ASL. 

 :)1()2(   Assume (2).  Let )(](,]( LPSIba  such that .)](()](( bgag   Then .][][ **** ba   
It follows that 

.][][ ****** ba    This implies that .][][ ** ba   
Therefore .](]( ba   Thus g  is injective. 
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